
LOCKDOWN 
WORKOUT BOOKLET

Swimming pool closed again? Here’s a list of substitutions you can make 
for your swim workouts:

MAIN SWIM SUBSTITUTION 
swap in place of a strength workout

Start with 5mins of Stretchcords. We recommend the gold/yellow colour.
Then perform a workout from the list of workouts on the next page (alternate 
through the workouts so you don’t perform the same workout two weeks in a 
row)

NOTE: Google any exercises you don’t recognize. I checked and the first search
results demonstrate the exercise I want you to perform.

TECHNIQUE SWIM SUBSTITUTION 
swap in place of an easy Zone 1 or 2 bike workout

Sprint: 30-45mins
Olympic (baseline training if you don’t have a race planned): 40-50mins
70.3: 45-90mins
Ironman: 60-90mins

RECOVERY SWIM SUBSTITUTION 
 swap in place of an easy Zone 2 run workout

Sprint: 20-30mins
Olympic (baseline training if you don’t have a race planned): 30-40mins
70.3: 40-50mins
Ironman: 50-60mins

STEADY SWIM SUBSTITUTION 
swap in place of a strength workout

Start with 5mins of Stretchcords. We recommend the gold/yellow colour.
Then perform a workout from the list of workouts on the next page (alternate 
through the workouts so you don’t perform the same workout two weeks in a 
row)

NOTE: Google any exercises you don’t recognize. I checked and the first search
results demonstrate the exercise I want you to perform



WORKOUTS 

WORKOUT 1
Max 1 minute rest between sets (Weight/Reps should be 6/10 difficulty. 
Don't go so hard you feel sore the day after completing this workout.)

20 reps frog bridge
2x20 reps ball twist
2x20 reps forward and backward butt scoots
3x10 reps each side Glute rainbows
20 reps each side thread the needle plank
8 reps each leg pistol squat
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WORKOUT 2
Max 1min rest between exercises (Weight/Reps should be 6/10 
difficulty. Don't go so hard you feel sore the day after completing this 
workout.)

20 reps each side side plank raises
2 mins of Donkey toes
3x8 reps each leg Bulgarian split squat
2x30sec each side Waiter Carry
2mins each leg static hip stretch
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WORKOUT 3
Max 1min rest between sets (Weight/Reps should be 6/10 difficulty. 
Don't go so hard you feel sore the day after completing this workout.)

10 reps each leg Twisted Warrior
5 reps each movement of Myrtl routine with each leg
12 hip bridges clenching butt at top for a count of "1 Trainiac"
2x6 Burpees
10 each side of rolling side to side rear delt "lifts" with light weight.
10 reps each leg of running simulation "Drive-Thrus"
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WORKOUT 4
Max 1min rest between sets.(Weight/Reps should be 6/10 difficulty. 
Don't go so hard you feel sore the day after completing this workout.)

20 reps (10 each direction) lateral hurdle hops
20 reps (10 forward and 10 backward) front and back line hops
2x20 reps banded arm circles
Cycle through Plank Three Ways routine three times holding each plank 
for 30 seconds
2x5 reps each leg pistol squat
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WORKOUT 5
Max 1min rest between sets (6/10 difficulty, don't work so hard you feel 
sore the next day.)

2x soft landing step jumps
10 forward/right side/left side
2x10 each leg bowler squat
2x10 reps each leg eccentric heel drops with weight (switch weighted 
side after 5 reps)
7 Way Hip routine
1min each leg 90 degree glute med press against wall
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WORKOUT 6
Ladder routine performing each of the following movements with feet 
moving as fast as possible and walking back to start calmly after each 
movement (use of an agility ladder is helpful but not required).

○ 30 steps forward,
○ 30 steps right,
○ 30 steps left,
○ 30 high knees,
○ 30 butt kicks,
○ 30 lateral fwd/fwd/back/back right,
○ 30 lateral fwd/fwd/back/back left,
○ 30 forward out/out/in/in

10 reps each leg Twisted Warrior
8 reps each movement Myrtl routine
3x5 reps wall slides for shoulders
12 reps each side thread the needle plank
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WORKOUT 7
Take 1 minute rest between each of the following exercises.

IYTW's for shoulders
20 reps ball twists
20 reps hip bridge military march
3x30sec each leg one legged balance in running position leaning forward
3x5 one legged hops in all directions of X
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WORKOUT 8
Take 1 minute rest between each of the following exercises.

Ladder routine performing each of the following movements with feet 
as fast as possible and walking back to start calmly after each 
movement (use of an agility ladder is helpful but not required):

○ 30 steps forward,
○ 30 steps right,
○ 30 steps left,
○ 30 high knees,
○ 30 butt kicks,
○ 30 lateral fwd/fwd/back/back right,
○ 30 lateral fwd/fwd/back/back left,
○ 30 forward out/out/in/in

Foot circle all ways routine
20 butt scoots forward and backward
10 leg swings with each leg of each of the following:

○ side in front,
○ side behind,
○ hurdle forward,
○ hurdle backward,
○ forward and backward straight leg,
○ forward and backward bent knee

2x8 reps each leg tippy twist
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WORKOUT 9
Take 1 minute rest between each of the following exercises.

20 steps to left and right monster walk with band
20 steps forward and back duck walk with band
2x8 pistol squat
20 reps shoulder only push-ups
10 reps UP-UP-DOWN-DOWN starting with left arm
10 reps UP-UP-DOWN-DOWN starting with right arm
10 reps each leg twisted warrior
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WORKOUT 10
 Take 1 minute rest between each of the following exercises.

8 reps each leg single leg deadlift with raised arm
2x20 side to side hops
Ladder routine (use of an agility ladder is helpful but not required):

○ 30 steps forward,
○ 30 steps right,
○ 30 steps left,
○ 30 high knees,
○ 30 butt kicks,
○ 30 lateral fwd/fwd/back/back right,
○ 30 lateral fwd/fwd/back/back left,
○ 30 forward out/out/in/in

12 reps each direction twisting "Stock the shelves"
IYTW shoulder routine
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